Introduce a carousel to show multiple screenshots

I have uploaded Colibre icon theme as an extension and add some screenshots (four in total) but only latest screenshot appears in the page while the admin page IIRC maximum 10 images allowed.

https://extensions.libreoffice.org/en/extensions/show/801

History

#1 - 2020-05-31 23:00 - Andreas Kainz
As there are not really many extensions with more than one screenshot I'm for support only one screenshot. maybe this one will than be good looking (I know you can make good looking stuff Rizal, but most can't.

#2 - 2020-06-01 01:13 - Adolfo Jayme Barrientos
A carousel should be implemented, like the one holding the screenshots in e.g. https://snapcraft.io/libreoffice

#3 - 2020-06-09 13:02 - Heiko Tietze
- Subject changed from Why are the screenshots shown only one to Introduce a carousel to show multiple screenshots
- Assignee set to Christian Lohmaier

#4 - 2020-06-16 12:47 - Beluga Beluga
I recently looked into carousels, especially from the perspective of accessibility. I found one nice method which I customised as something we can use for the new website. I does not rely on JavaScript. We could look into using that or perhaps this rather nice JS solution: https://nickpiscitelli.github.io/Glider.js/

#5 - 2020-06-16 12:58 - Heiko Tietze
Nice solution, removing all images (see Add/Remove) ends up in a not so nice layout. Meaning only the extensions with multiple images should be carousel'ed.

#6 - 2020-06-23 16:31 - Adolfo Jayme Barrientos
A JS framework isn't really needed. https://css-tricks.com/how-to-make-a-css-only-carousel/

#7 - 2020-06-26 11:17 - Christian Lohmaier
- Target version set to Q3/2020

plan to have this in the next week or two

#8 - 2020-11-26 11:21 - Christian Lohmaier
- Priority changed from Normal to Low
- Target version changed from Q3/2020 to Q4/2020

that was a case of out-of-sight, out-of-mind, rescheduling

#9 - 2021-01-17 21:52 - Christian Lohmaier
- Target version changed from Q4/2020 to Q1/2021

#10 - 2021-02-09 22:28 - Christian Lohmaier
- Due date set to 2021-03-07